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Parking                    
Drive on it.
Walk on it.
Live on it.











A pedestrian is a happy driver, who has found a parking lot. [Joachim Fuchsberger]

Depending on the area of application, there are varying requirements for the protection of the surfaces. VIASOL DECK systems are suitable for exposed car parking areas, multi-storey car park levels, underground car parks and ramps as well as spiral ramps and walkways.






Sub-Areas
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Exposed Parking Areas






Exposed parking areas must be able to withstand all kinds of elements such as weather conditions, changes in the temperature, exposure to chemical substances and mechanical loads for long periods. De-icing salts and other salt products pose the biggest threat to the surface. A lot of damage can be caused by salts permeating the building.
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Intermediate Decks






Although the levels in a multi-storey car park aren´t dircetly exposed to weathering coming from above, often the sides are open and hence the weather can affect its surfaces. These levels can be subjected to the cold, heat, vibrations, traffic and chemical substances.
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Underground Car Park






An underground car park ist space-saving and can be many floors deep, but the lower the car park goes, the more the building becomes prone to water vapour diffusion. When this is the case, it is advisable to install a vapour permeable surface protection system in the underground car park.
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Ramps & Spiral Ramps






Ramps and spiral ramps are often exposed to repeated wear an tear in the same areas. Spiral ramps are especially exposed to heavy wear. For this reason, a coating with high wear-resistance should be applied on surfaces exposed to heavy mechanical loads.
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Bridge Sidewalks






Die Zugänge zum Parkhaus für Fußgänger bestehen oft aus Brückenwege oder Außentreppen. Diese sind allen Witterungen und somit auch hohen Temperaturunterschiede ausgesetzt. Das Beschichtungssystem muss zudem eine rutschhemmende und sichere Oberfläche bieten.
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VIASOL DECK M UV

OS 10 system with enhanced crack bridging properties

Fast curing car park deck coating system with separate, manually applied waterproofing membrane and wear coat with enhanced crack bridging properties class B 4.2 and IVT+V (-20°C) for multi storey car parks for exposed and intermediate decks and sidewalks on bridges with pedestrian and vehicle traffic. According to: : RILI SIB 2001, class OS10 and DIN 18532 Part 1 and 6.


VIASOL DECK M UV
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VIASOL DECK spray rapid

highly wear-resistant OS 10 system

Fast curing car park deck coating system with sprayed waterproofing membrane and ready-to-use wear coat with enhanced crack bridging properties class B 4.2 (-20°C) for multi storey car parks for exposed and intermediate decks and sidewalks on bridges with pedestrian and vehicle traffic. According to DIN EN 1504-2, DIN V 18026 , DIN 18532 1+6 and RILI SIB 2001 class OS10.


VIASOL DECK spray rapid
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VIASOL DECK spray EP

Fast curing OS 10 Flooring System

Fast curing car park deck coating system with separate, spray applied waterproofing membrane and wear coat with enhanced crack bridging properties class B 4.2 and IVT+V. Suitable for multi storey car parks for exposed and intermediate decks and sidewalks on bridges with pedestrian and vehicle traffic. According to DIN EN 1504-2, DIN V 18026, class OS 11a (OS Fa) and RILI SIB 2001, class OS10.


VIASOL DECK spray EP
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VIASOL DECK spray UV

Fast curing OS 10 Flooring System

Fast curing car park deck coating system with separate, spray applied waterproofing membrane and wear coat with enhanced crack bridging properties class B 4.2 and IVT+V. Suitable for multi storey car parks for exposed and intermediate decks and sidewalks on bridges with pedestrian and vehicle traffic. According to DIN EN 1504-2, DIN V 18026, class OS 11a (OS Fa) and RILI SIB 2001, class OS10.


VIASOL DECK spray UV
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VIASOL DECK M rapid

highly wear-resistant OS 10 system

Fast curing car park deck coating system (formerly known als VIASOL DECK rapid M) with separate, manually applied waterproofing membrane and wear coat with enhanced crack bridging properties class B 4.2 (-20°C) for multi storey car parks for exposed and intermediate decks and sidewalks on bridges with pedestrian and vehicle traffic. According to DIN EN 1504-2, DIN V 18026 , DIN 18532 1+6 and RILI SIB 2001 class OS10.


VIASOL DECK M rapid
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VIASOL DECK M EP

OS 10 system with enhanced crack bridging properties

Fast curing car park deck coating system with separate, manually applied waterproofing membrane and wear coat with enhanced crack bridging properties class B 4.2 and IVT+V (-20°C) for multi storey car parks for exposed and intermediate decks and sidewalks on bridges with pedestrian and vehicle traffic. According to: : RILI SIB 2001, class OS10 and DIN 18532 Part 1 and 6.


VIASOL DECK M EP
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VIASOL DECK 8

Car park deck coating system with static crack bridging

Car park deck coating system with statically crack-bridging properties (Class A2, -10°C) For  clossed multi storey car parks on intermediate decks and ramps. Build-up based on class OS 8


VIASOL DECK 8
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VIASOL PERM SR (OS8) GREEN LINE ECO

Slip resistant, water-vapour permeable epoxy advanced resin based coating system, low odour, low emission, hard-wearing, water-proof surface with good mechanical and chemical properties and a wide colour spectrum. According to DIN EN 1504-2 and DIN V 18026, class OS8.


VIASOL PERM SR (OS8) GREEN LINE ECO
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VIASOL DECK 11a plus

OS 11a coating system for parking areas

Car park deck coating system with separate membrane and wear coat with enhanced crack bridging properties (class B 3.2) for multi storey car parks for exposed and intermediate decks and sidewalks on bridges with pedestrian and vehicle traffic. According to EN 1504-2 and DIN V 18026, class OS 11a / OS Fa.


VIASOL DECK 11a plus
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VIASOL DECK OS8

OS 8 surface protection for car parks

OS 8 car park deck coating system for ramps, spirals and underground garages with pedestrian and vehicle traffic and for slip resistant industrial floors with medium to heavy load. According to DIN EN 1504-2 and DIN V 18026, class OS 8.


VIASOL DECK OS8
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VIASOL DECK 11b plus

OS 11b coating system for parking areas

Car park deck coating system with combined membrane and wear coat with enhanced crack bridging properties (class B 3.2) for multi storey car parks in intermediate decks with pedestrian and vehicle traffic. According to DIN EN 1504-2 and DIN V 18026, class OS 11b/OS Fb.


VIASOL DECK 11b plus
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VIASOL DECK 13

OS 13 surface protection system

Car park deck coating system with statically crack-bridging properties (Class A2, -10°C) For  clossed multi storey car parks on intermediate decks and ramps. System accord. to class OS 13.


VIASOL DECK 13
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 +49 7472 94999-0



 Write to us









Mandatory field Name*






Mandatory field E-mail*






Mandatory field Your Message*

 




Please calculate 6 plus 5.


Do not fill in this field







By submitting this contact form, you consent to the processing and storage of your data in order to process your request. Further information on data protection and notice of contradiction can be found in our privacy terms.
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VIACOR Polymer GmbH


Graf-Bentzel-Str. 78

D-72108 Rottenburg
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In order to be able to offer you a perfect service on our website, we use cookies and third-party tools to improve functionality. You can accept all use, or select specific partners to enable and disabled in the privacy settings. The settings can be changed anytime when visiting the privacy policy.
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Privacy settings

More information can be found in the privacy policy.
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We evaluate your use of our online services. With the statistical data obtained, we can adapt our offers even better to your needs. Google Analytics is used for the evaluation, we only pass anonymised data, a personal reference is not possible.
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We use a data protection-optimized version of YouTube, which exchanges less data with YouTube to embed videos in the website.
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